year for IEEE Micro. We had special issues on near-data processing, security, the Internet of Things, hot interconnects, and hot chips, along with our annual Top Picks issue. I hope you enjoyed reading the articles in all of these issues as much as I did. I'm already looking forward to 2017.
In this Issue
The Jan. /Feb. 2017 
Looking Ahead
We have several other interesting special issues planned for 2017. The March/April issue will feature articles describing selected designs presented at the Hot Chips 28 conference, held in Cupertino, California, in August 2016. Hot Chips is the conference where the most exciting and advanced microprocessor designs and projects in industry and academia are presented. IEEE Micro has the tradition of inviting the teams behind some of these designs to submit articles to the March/April special issue. This is a very popular issueseveral readers have expressed great interest in reading about real (commercial) hardware designs-and I have no doubt this year's edition will fulfill your expectations. Bryan Chin and Subhasish Mitra, Hot Chips 28 program cochairs, are the guest editors for this special issue, and they are now in the process of compiling an excellent selection of contributions.
In May/June, we have our traditional Top Picks special issue, which selects the "most significant research papers in computer architecture based on novelty and potential for long-term impact." Moinuddin Qureshi and Aamer Jaleel are the guest editors and chairs of the selection committee, which comprises experts from academia and industry. A record number of 114 submissions were received, out of which the selection committee chose the top dozen papers to be recognized as a Top Pick, along with another dozen papers to be recognized with an Honorable Mention. Top Picks selections include an article in the special issue to highlight the work to the broader community. IEEE Micro Top Picks has become a prestigious vehicle to recognize the most significant research papers in the field from last year.
Architectures for the post-Moore era will be the theme issue for July/August, with the issue guest edited by Jeffrey S. Vetter, Erik P. DeBenedictis, and Thomas M. Conte. Propelling computer performance beyond the scaling limits of Moore's law will likely require a comprehensive rethinking of technologies- materials to devices, circuits, architectures, and beyond. This special issue will touch on architectures and processor designs for a post-Moore era-potential topics include advances in quantum, neuromorphic, approximate, probabilistic, and stochastic computing.
The September/October special issue will be devoted to hot interconnects and cool chips. A couple of articles will be invited from the Hot Interconnects 2016 conference and will be guest edited by Ricki Dee Williams. In addition, the issue will also include a couple of articles from Cool Chips 2016, the leading conference on lowpower, high-performance processors.
The final issue of 2017 will feature ultra-low-power (ULP) processors and will be guest edited by David Brooks and John Sartori. This special issue will explore novel designs and techniques for ULP processors, bridging the gap between VLSI and CAD, microarchitecture and lower levels of the computing stack, in the context of emerging applications that are driving the ULP revolution.
In closing, I wish you and your family all the best for the new year, both professionally and personally. And of course, I
hope you enjoy reading IEEE Micro in 2017!
Lieven Eeckhout Editor in Chief IEEE Micro
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